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?n, zone air temperatur€
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¡ time
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f
output e¡ror
element of matrix E
observer characteristic function
scalars in observer model
output matrix
heat transfer coefficient
internal heat sources
variations in /from the operating condition
cost functional
gain vector
leedback gains
observer gain
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weighting matrices
weighting on control lnput
matnx v¿riable in Riccati equation
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sou¡ce heat temperature to the heat pump
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I. INTRODUCTION

THE TASK of maintaining an environmental space
or zone within thermal comlort temperature limits, as
required by the occupants of a space,ìs on. of tn" rnort
rmportant control
either central or un 

t:,Ì':*'
a¡tio'¡ne iHvAci' iä:il;
orcooling, the problem ther
controt .óh.rË, t¡u r .ui-rmoothly operate,n. llli"É
systems in response to the needs oi th" o"cupan," mi_requires that (l) the hearing/cooling needs oi tf,. oc.u-
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94 M. Zaheer-uddin

pants ol the environmental space be quantiñed. (2) the
dynamic characteristics of the given HVAC system be
understood. Given this knowledge, the control svstem
design must seek to balance the supply of heating andTor
cooling lrom the HVAC system to the demand from the
environmental space.

While there could be several admissible control
schemes to achieve the above objective, we insist on
choosing the one that is optimal. This additional re-
quirement ol optimality is desired because we can then
redefine our objectives lrom comfort at any cost to com-
fort at minimum cost. This requires the application of
optimal control theory to design what are known as
optimal controlle¡s. We explore the design ol one
such optimal controller in this paper.

One of the difficulties in the design of optimal con-
trollers for space heating/cooling is the fact that even the
simplest of the HVAC system models are nonlinear. To
overcome this difficulty, good linearized models must be
developed so that linear optimal control theorv can be
applied by assuming that the systems are operaied on a
small signal basis. Ol course the advantage is that the
optimal solution gives rise to optimal controllaw of the
type of linear state variable feedback. Furthermore,
optimally designed linear systems can tolerate non-
linearities without impairment ol their desirable prop-
erties Il].

To illustrate the design method, we consider a space
heating problem. Note that the method is equally appli-
cable to space cooling as well. To be more speciñc. we
consider a simple system from the general class of HVAC
systems; namely, a heat pump system (Fig. l) with a
storage tank used to supply heat to the environmental
space. The heat pump receives source heat from ground
water, (other sources such as ambient air or waste heat
from other sources can be used as well), and elevates this
source energy to a higher temperature, which is used to
heat the water in the storage tank. The space heating is
accomplished by circulating the hot water in the base-
board radiators.

The three principal subsystems that makc up the com-
plete space heating system, shown in Fig. l. are: (l) the
heat pump þrimary plant), (2) the distribution system
(circulating pump and baseboard radiators) and (3) the
environmental space. ln general, three different types of
disturbances occur on the environmental space: (i) vari-
ations in the outdoor air Lemperature, (ii) temporal vari-
ation in the solar radiation fluxes enetering the space
and (iii) the variations in the internal heat gains due to
occupancy patterns of the space. All these three dis-
turbances affect the space heating requirements. The
question is: given the space heating system shown in Fig.
1, what is the optimal heat pump control input Uf which
will take the system states (such as zone air temperature)
from a given initial state to as close as possible to the
desired state (such as zone set point temperature) without
exc€ssive expenditure of energy? In order to answer this
question, the heating systern problem must be formulated
as a standard regulator problem. The solution to the
finite time regulator problem will give an optimal law for
controlling the input energy to the heat pump.

There have been some studies done on the use ofheat
pumps and their control in space heating applications.
For example, Krause [2] studied the use of phase change
heat storage with heat pumps for space heating. Wang
et al. [3] designed a proportional-integral controller to
regulate the capacity of the heat pump. Digital control
of heat pumps for minimizing power consumption is
examined by Parnitzki [4] and suboptimal control of a
heat pump/heat storage system was examined in our ear-
lier study [5]. On the other hand, the application olopti-
mal control theory to environmental control problems is
investigated by Rink et al. [6], Townsend et at. l7l,
Farris and McDonald [8] and Bloomñeld and Fisk [9].
Townsend et al. l7l considered the optimal control of
a general environmental space but their study did not
consider the dynamics of the primary plant. Farris and
McDonald [8] have used adaptive optimal control tech-
niques to investigate the energy conservation potential
in solar heated/cooled buildings. This approach is very
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useful, except that it requires frequent model updating.
Also, as shown by Zaheer-uddin [10], the use of estimated
models.obscure the physical understanding of the prob-
lem and is susceptible to errors when disturban"", oì th"

response of the resulting closedJoop system with the
reduced order estimator will be discussed.

2. ANALYTIC FORMIJLATION

Figure I shows the schematic diagram of a heat pump
heat storage arrangement used in space heating. The
heat pump draws energy from a low tèmperature ãnergy
source such as ground water or ambient air source and
elevates this energy to a higher temperature, which is
used to heat the water in the storage tank. A circulating
pump (U¡.",) is used to pump the hot water in the base-

dT-
C" d/ : U2Uz^o^COP-U6ua,o(7,-T,)

-a"(T,-7.) (t)

the tank to the space a"(7"-7.). The coefficient of per-
formance (COP) of the heat pump is a lunction of the
source temperature (7:) and the storage tank tem_
perature (?""), and was modelled as

described in a previous study [ll], in which the heat
transfer processes occurring between the environmental
zone and the outdoor environment were modelled. It was
shown that these processes can be grouped into three

walls of the enclosure. This latter component must be
modelled using a distributed capacity approach. In this
paper, we neglect the effects oflumped capacity elements
since they are small compared to those from ãistributed
capacity elements.

If C. is the zone interior air thermal capacity and Iits temperature, an energy balance on node f. gives

C.* : U,^uo"t(T" - T.) + a"1f" - f,¡

- a,(7" - T") | I + hAdt(Tdt - T"), (3)

co, ? : - hAol(To, - r) - # rr^ - To2) *aA*s,,

(4)

c,.{* : _ KA,rnr_rì 
_ #e"r_ ro.), (5)"'dr LX'-'

c.,+ : -ffrr*-ro)-ft{r",-r*), {u)

,",+ : - fr rr*- r*l - # rr* - r*), (7)

- d?"0, KA.orìt=-*(Ta,-Ta). (S)

The disturbances on the system appear via the ambient
temperature I and internal heat source ^tin equation (3)
and solar gain term al*Su term in equation (4).

T: To+ÂT (9)

where T represents the states T- 7,, T,r, Tur, Tur, Tun,
and 
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ln equation (2), COP^,^ refers to the rated COp of the
heat pump and Â2.u" relers to the maximum temperature
differential the heat pump is designed to work with. At
and beyond this limit the heat pump COp is taken to be
equal to 1. which means whe
output lìom the heat pump is
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Table l. System paramete¡s

Variable
Magnitude and units
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coefficient

heat loss

The solution to
mal control law

Å{/f : -¡41,
where the gain vector K is given by
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0
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0
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crz

0

0
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0

0

0

(17)

K = _R_,B,S(I), 
(18)
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To this end, we propose the following strategy: (l)
design an optimal controller for the system described by
equations (l I )-(l 6), (2) break the system states ¡nto two
groups: (a) active states (?", ?l) (b) passive states (To,
through Trr); with the system states grouped into two,
design an optimal controller based on only the active
states ol the system and implement it on the original
system consisting of both active and passive states. Of
course, this will lead to a suboptimal design: We present
results based on optimal (seventh-order plant) and as
well as suboptimal (reduced-order plant) designs so that
meaningful comparisons can be made. With this as the
motivation, the numerical solution to the Riccati equa-
tion (seventh-order model) was obtained and the optimal
control law was implemented.

The results depicted in Fig. 2 correspond to the case
in which the fluctuations in the zone air temperature were
penalized more severely than those in the storage tank
temperature. The rationale was that, in space heating
applications, the objective is to control the space (zone)
air temperature as close to the setpoint (origin) as
possible. At the same time the magnitude of the weighting
.R on the control input ÂU2 was kept large enough to

avoid input saturation. In other words, the intent was to
not exceed the capacity of the heat pump in an effort to
maintain the zone air temperature at the set point.

Figure 2 shows the variations in the optimal state and
cont adng point. The system
oper as to correspond to an
outd since the desired tem_
perature of the zone was also taken to be 20"C, it is
apparent that at this outdoor temperature the system
input will be zero (AUr: 0) implying no heating will be
required. When an arbitrary initial disturbance is
imposed on the system (such as when the zone tem_

'perature is decreased by l"C-that is, from 20 to l9.C)
theheat pump will supply heat to the space via the storage
tank to restore the zone temperature back to 20"C. In
Fig. 2, LT, : LT" : Á Io, : 6 (for clarity the states Âe,
through L,To5arc not shown) represents the system oper-
ating point (20'C). Thus, LZ,:9.5 is equivalent ro a
zone air temperature of 20.5.C. The control input ÂU,
in Fig.2 represents the lraction of maximum input power
supplied to the heat pump. A value of AU, : 0.2 means
the heat pump input power is equal to 20% of its rated
input. The ÂU, sequence shown therefore represents as
to how one might want to operate the heat pump when
an impulse disturbance of l.C is applied.

It may be noted that the time required to raise the zone
temperature by l'C to within Í0.1.C of the setpoint
temperature is about 275 s. This rise time is a function
of (l) the thermal capacity of the storage medium, (2)
the zone heat loss rate, (3) the storage capacity ol the
zone air volume, (4) the capacity (size) of the heat pump
and (5) the magnitude of the weighting matrix e and
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scalar R. In fact for a given design, option (5) is the only
alternative available to seek a balance between overshoot
and steady state time. For example, it was found that an
increase in Q by 200% resulted in a 22o/o decrease in
steady state time and a73o/o increase in the overshoot.

Thc impulsc response tcsts are useful in asscssing the
space heating system response when switched on from a
cold start. For example, many HVAC systems are turned-
off during unoccupied periods, and turned-on ahead of
the occupancy time so that the space temperature is
brought to the setpoint when occupants arrive. The
impulse response test then gives an indication of the lead
time that could be necessary for an optimal start.

Although the system response to an impulse signal is
good, in practice space heating systems under continuous
operation are subjected to step-like disturbances. To
study the effect of a unit step disturbance, the state fced-
back was implemented. It is apparent from Fig. 3 that
the state feedback control gives rise to a steady state error
in Â[ under a constant sustained disturbance. ln ordcr
to remedy this situation, it is necessary to add an output
error integrator to the system.

3.1. Optimal regulalor with íntegralfeedback
In orde¡ to eliminate the steady state error in T,, an

optimal controller with output integral feedback was
designed. To this end, to the model equations given by
(l l)-(15), an error integrator

ë : oË+, (21)

was added. The error e was defined as

e: y_yd. (22)

With the addition of the integrator, the order of the
systcm incrcases by one. that is we are now dealing with
an cighth-ordcr systcm. ln vector matrix notation the
model is described as

tîil : tå sl[îi].[i]^u,+[r]^w-[i],.
(23)

The quadratic cost functional is now defined as

' 
: 

:1,"' {ro',o,,r[1' J,][îi]
+ Lu'2RLu2 dt. (24)

The solution to the above regulator with integral control
yields the control law

^ur: 
_.K,",[îi], es)

where K, contains the state leedback gains and K2 the
integral error gain.

It was found that the numerical solution to the optimal
regulator with integral feedback is somewhat sensitive to
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lem considerably.

3.2. Reduced-order plant
For the purpose of suboptimal design, we consider

only the dominanr states 4 and 4 a'ná .onrür.i u
second-order plant model. When an output integraiãr is
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While the reduced-order model does not describe the

ment, except lor some minor differences. Given this fact

viewpoint, the approach and consequently the response
obtained through its application (shown in Fig. 6) seems
to be acceptable.

What happens, il in addition
turbance in outdoor temperature
occurs in the solar gains entering t
in Fig. 7. It may be noted that ÂIo,

completely eliminated in about 1600 s.

LT.
Lut: -IKt K2 hl

^?i
^(

(27)

4. IMPLEMENTATION

In the preceding section the response of the optimal
and suboptimal controllers was discussed. These iesults
were based on the assumption that all states ofthe system
are available lor measurement. However, this is not
always feasible no¡ is it economical to measure all the
states. Particularly noteworthy is the heating system
problem in which the temperatures of the distri'buted
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thermal nodes (ÂT¿, to AI¿5 in Fig. l) are not accessible
for measurement. Under these circumstances, it is necess-

ary to design a reduced orde¡ estimator for the purpose
of implementation.

Rather than dealing with the original system for the
design of an observer, we recommend the same subop-
timal approach discussed earlier. This means that, lor the
reduced-order model, which is completely observable, a
first-order observer will be designed to estimate one of
the states (Â(). This observer will then be used to
irnplement the süboptimal control on the original plant
(23).

Therefore, the observer design problem can be stated
as lollows: given that the system output is ÁT" and the
state to be estimated is Âf., design an observer of the
lorm

n2 =f LZ+g,LT,+grL,U, (2S)

for the reduced-order plant (26). Once f, g l and g z are
determined, the state feedback control

LU2: -lKt K2 Ktl
LT"
Lf,
LË
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can be implemented. In equation (29) K is the optimal
gain vector obtained by solving the steady-state regulator
problem for the plant described by (26) and the estimated
state is given by

L,i.: LT.* LLZ, (30)

where I is the observer gain used to assign the pole of
the observer at some desired location.

Figure 8 shows a good output response obtained by
trial and error when the observer (28) and the leedback
control (29) were implemented on the original plant (23).

Ideally, this response should be close to the response
shown in Fig. 6, where the state feedback on plant (23)
was based on all Lhree measured states. Of course some
differences are expected due to the introduction ol the
observer dynamics. However, this difference, as shown
in Figs 6 and 8 is limited to a few initial sample times.

To recapitulate, the response shown in Fíg. 8 is lrom
the original plant (23), whose state leedback is based on
only three states out of a total eight. Moreover, of the
three states used in the feedback, two were measured and
the third one was estimated.

4.1. Scope and limitations
Although the design methodology presented in this

paper can be extended to central heating, ventilating and
air conditioning (HVAC) systems, several issues must be
addressed before this can be accomplished. For example,
good analytical models lor HVAC systems have to be
developed. The issues concerning the design of multiple
input robust controllers subjected to multiple dis-
turbances such as those occur in HVAC systems have to
be addressed. As far as the regulator design presented in
this study is concerned, it must be noted that it is valid
for a single zone environmental space and is based on

(2e)

Varlatlons ln zone temp.
Varlatlons ln storage temp
Varlatlons ln lnput energyLU,

^Tr

arz
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Äuz

ÃT,



local linearization of the plant model about an operating
point. This means that model updating is required when-
ever the system operating point changes. An alternative
method for avoiding this is known as global linearization
which utilises nonlinear feedback. The application of
nonlinear leedback lor single and multizone environ-
mental spaces is discussed in another study [12].

5. CONCLUSTONS

The linear quadratic optimal regulator theory has been
applied to the problem of optimizing the operation of
a heat pump heating system when the energy storage
capability exists in two forms: as active storage in the
form of a hot water storage tank and passive storage as
a result of the heat storage in the enclosure elements
(walls, floor etc.) of the environmental space (zone). The
response of the plant to impulse and step disturbance is
shown to be good.
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By invoking physical and controllability arguments, it
is shown that, a near optimal controller for the full-order
(original) plant can be designed from an approximately
equivalent reduced-order plant. The suboptimal con-
troller has been implemented on the original plant and
the resulting response is shown to be almost as good as
the response obtained from the same plant when optimal
leedback control is applied.

It has further been shown that, the design ofa reduced-
order estimator for the original full-order plant can be
based on the equivalent reduced-order plant. The
response of the plant with the estimator is shown to be
good.
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